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Dayton Literary Peace Prize

• Established in 2006

• Successor of the Dayton Peace Prize

• Endeavors to Celebrate a Message of Peace through the Written Word
Cumulative Bibliography?

- Chair of English Department, Dr. Carol Loranger
  - Not only the winners and runners-up work, but other works by each author.
  
  - Allow users to sort by year of award, type of award, and search the whole collection of work by all authors

  - Connect users to buy or borrow the work
Structure

- Book Gallery
- Three Over-Arching Categories: All Work, Year, and Award Type
- Award Categories: Fiction Winner, Fiction Runner-Up, Nonfiction Winner, Nonfiction Runner-Up, and Richard C. Holbrooke Distinguished Achievement Award (Previously Lifetime Achievement Award)
- Year Categories: 2006-2014
Virtually Collecting

- Added Custom “Award” Field
- Hid Keywords
  - Added YYYY, Title of Award
  - Sorted to Collections using the keywords

Keywords: 2007, Fiction Runners-Up
Voila!

- Dr. Loranger Added Intro Text
- DLPP Site Links to Collection on CS!
- News Story
Simplicity and Payoffs

Questions?